1-8, 5:30 Ives 100--Physicist, McArthur Fellow--LEO KADANOFF--"From Order to Chaos"
1-15, 5:30 Ives 100--Technical Director, Industrial Light and Magic--ED KRAMER--"I Like Penguins, but I Love Kim"
2-5, 5:30 Ives 100--Graphics Designer--BRUCE MAU--recent works include Zone Books and Rem Koolhaas' S,M,L,XL
2-12, 5:30 Ives 100--Architectural Historian--SYLVIA LAVIN--"Opening the Orgone Box: Richard Neutra and the American Psychologizing of Modernity"
2-19, 5:30 Ives 100--Architect--MARK O'BRYAN--"Turning Wheels and Broken Arrows"
2-25, 7:30 Ives 100--Landscape Architect--GUY CONNOR--"Paradise Transformed"--Lecture made possible by the Glimcher Fund
2-26, 8:00 Fawcett Center--Town Planner--ELIZABETH PLATER-ZYBERK--"Designing the Metropolis"--Lecture co-sponsored by the AIA Columbus
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